
Henry was from a state school in Lincolnshire who felt pressured by the 
fact that most applicants to Oxbridge were from private schools. He 
wanted to make sure that he had the best chance of offers from his top 
choices so he came to UniAdmissions.

Henry’s first tutor, Daniel, went through his personal statement and told 
Henry that he too was from a state school and graduated from Oxford 
which put Henry’s mind at rest. After picking out weak points in his 
statement, together David and Henry created many re-drafts which ended 
up at a great spot after some intensive sessions.

The ECAA is the next step of the tuition process for Henry. His tutor, 
Harini, has tutored many students with the ECAA and achieved a grade 
in the top 10% when she sat the test herself, so she knew the test 
inside out. She honed in on the areas that Henry found most tough, this 
happened to be the essay section. They found Henry didn’t fully 
understand the structure of the essay, so Harini worked through the 
structure section of one of the ECAA books he was provided when he 
booked tuition. Together they completed several practice questions and 
Harini marked them with him so he knew exactly where to improve. 
Focused sessions on the essay allowed Henry to improve here rapidly.

The next tuition step was interview training. Henry did four mock 
interviews after being assigned Isaac as his tutor; an experienced 
Oxbridge economics interview tutor. Each interviewer gave detailed written 
feedback for their topic. These topics were Microeconomics, 
Macroecomics, Politics and Personal Statement. Henry read through this 
feedback with Isaac. Together they dissected the feedback and Isaac 
helped note which issues where the easiest to correct and how to 
improve on them. Henry realised he needed to draw on past experiences 
more and be specific about what he learnt from them. After a few more 
mock interviews, Henry was confident he felt ready!

HENRY’S STORY
Applied for Economics (L100)

Offers from Cambridge, UCL and LSE.

“There wasn’t any one tutor that did more for me, they were all equally amazing! I enjoyed
working with all of them and really felt like it benefited me - and I got the offer!”
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